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fedeli d'Amore is a stage poem by Marco Martinelli (published in the U.S by PAJ Publications 2020). Revolving around Dante and our own present times, it is focused on the original vocal research of Ermanna Montanari (this performance earned her seventh Ubu Prize for “Best Italian Actress”) intertwined with the electroacoustic music by Luigi Ceccarelli.

Different voices speak to us in these seven panels: the fog of a dawn in 1321, the demon of the pit where the merchants of death are punished, a donkey that carried the poet on his last journey, the “scolding” imp who incites brawls about money, Italy kicking herself, Alighieri’s daughter Antonia, and “an end that is not an end.”

These countless voices, represented by Montanari’s single voice, speak to us of the refugee, of the poet fled from his own city and now laying on his deathbed exiled in Ravenna, voices that are suspended between the fourteenth century and our own day. In a scene generated by a vocal, sonorous, visual and dramaturgical alchemy able to bind together the psyche and the world, Dante is invoked while embracing a single salvation: Love is what makes us rebel, it is the force that liberates and elevates.

Alchemy

Yesterday, we decided to award ourselves two days of complete silence so as to put some order into the difficult research for our upcoming work: Love’s faithful, what an effort to spring lightly. For months we’ve been poised over this material, consisting of musical pieces and poetry, mostly from Inferno, the work on Dante we did last summer. We decided to close ourselves “to the world”. A hard thing for us who are always likely to say yes, to dialogue, to the surface that is the skin of things, and certainly very substantial, but in these days of concentration, all this noise runs the risk of becoming confusion. Rocklike faith in the reference community gets to be exhausting and we have to separate ourselves from outside. For me it isn’t all that difficult, but for Marco it’s a condition to be declared to the company. Marco has daily liturgies, limpid as Renaissance architecture.

After waking, after dedicating half an hour to his person, the day begins for writing and reading and phoning, whereas for me the morning is all jumbled, when it actually is morning, and which is often midday. It depends on whether I feel like washing or not, having breakfast or not, going for an hour’s walk on the beach or staying in and watching a cop film on Netflix, or... Marco smiles and waits. And then, when I’m ready, we begin.

How in these days to proceed with the devising of Love’s faithful? One begins with the unexpected. This time, we’re really all at sea. The material we’re working on doesn’t satisfy us, seems weak. Maybe it’s only an affection for those dark rhythms that the musicians’ percussions have left in our heads, for those verses of Ugolino that keep running through your mind. We’ve brought in a shadow theatre wizard, Anousc, because it feels essential to work with such a potent filter in order to get a handle on Dante, on La Vita Nuova, on the confraternity of Love’s faithful. But shadow turns out to be an end in itself and we can’t see ourselves in relation to it. The same with Ceccarelli. We’ve got no indications for the music; we don’t have a plausible structure to pitch him so that he can start his journey through sounds. We’re mute. Both of us with our reference instruments.

Marco reading Eliot and Pound, me down on the ground, on a floor covered with sheets and photocopies of images that say nothing to me. We’re in the abyss, a sidereal distance separates us from seeing the work. Calm prevails, there’s faith in the other, in a possible epiphany. I pick up a poem from the floor, copied on a scrap of paper under a crooked drawing of a sail. Dated last January:
Love, today your name
slipped from my lips
as the last stair eludes the foot...
Now the water of life is split
and the whole long climb / must recommence.
I bartered you, love, with words.
Dark honey that smells
inside diaphanous pots
beneath sixteen
hundred years of lava
I shall recognise you by the immortal silence.

The poem is by Cristina Campo. Her crystalline writing, her devotion to the word, urges me to read it to Marco who, like her, is committed to taking account of every word, words of stone that would like to aim at song. The architectonic score of writers’ brains has always fascinated me, and I obediently submit to listening. Writing for them is sacred space. And sometimes words rise up like a dam and break through the toughness of a subject reluctant to make itself visible. As I read aloud, Marco beats out the time on his thigh with a pencil, as he often does, as if he were listening mentally to the harmony of the world, while I stretch out motionless on the cold marble floor. At a certain point of the night, after hours and hours of fruitless hypotheses and shipwrecked ideas, as if at the end of an initiatory ceremony begun in the wake of those amorous lines that Campo had left in the daytime, I happen to say: "Marco, what about the fog speaking? The fog, yes, a figure that takes on a voice, a figure of the world." Marco looks at me, surprised. The fog, right, the fog. The fog that enveloped Ravenna on the night between 13th and 14th of September 1321, when Dante was dying of ague, delirious, surrounded by his dearest, the pupils of the Studio, the lords of the city. And he starts writing. The tap has been turned on.

Ermanna Montanari
Ravenna, March 2018
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